Abstract: In recent years, single-molecule fluorescence methods including single-molecule tracking (SMT) have been employed to study molecular mass transport in self-assembled one-dimensional nanostructures. These methods offer quantitative information on the diffusion of single molecules and also on nanostructure morphologies. In this presentation,
I would like to introduce our recent SMT studies of nanoscale block copolymer microdomains. We record the diffusional behavior of individual sulforhodamine B (SRB) molecules incorporated into the one-dimensional (1D) microdomains of cylinder-forming polystyrene-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO) diblock copolymer films. The resulting single-molecule trajectories permit us to determine the diffusion coefficients and diffusion directions of individual SRB molecules that reflect the permeability and orientation of the SRB-loaded PEO microdomains, in addition to the radii of the microdomains. These parameters enable a detailed comparison of microdomain morphologies in PS-b-PEO films prepared via two different approaches (horizontal solvent vapor penetration and substrate-defined shear flow), and also the investigation of a relationship between the radius and permeability of solvent-swollen microdomains. In addition, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and SMT measurements are explored at identical areas to directly compare ensemble and single-molecule diffusion (ergodicity) with minimum influence of material heterogeneity. These fluorescence methods provide unique means to measure the morphology and permeability of polymer nanostructures under ambient conditions, and thus will afford fundamental information required to design better polymer nanostructures for chemical separations and sensing.
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